About Geomakani

- Geomakani is one of the leadership marketing companies in the fields of Geographic Information System (GIS), Remote Sensing, Global Positioning System (GPS) and Photogrammetry.

- Geomakani provides many opportunities to learn much more about GIS and Remote Sensing, by organizing online training courses in GIS and Remote Sensing which qualifies any student to work for the major companies in these fields.

- Geomakani can also provide innovative and effective integrated brand marketing and public relations solutions which help our clients grow their businesses and realize their marketing goals.

- Geomakani International Conference and Exhibition has been initiated in 2014 and now attracts more than 2000 participants, our event takes place annually, covering all aspects of geospatial expertise.
• Geomakani Scientific and Technical Conference gives new insights into the guiding of Geospatial technologies offering a dynamic debates in specialized subjects. It includes a series of lectures that discuss various topics based mainly on geospatial technologies and their applications including presentation and discussion of National Projects adopting the techniques of digital maps, surveying systems, geographic information systems and satellite images.

In order to contact us

❖ Address : Building 30D sama towers, Ring Road, Katameya, Cairo, Egypt
❖ E-mail : info@geomakani.com
❖ Phone : +201006220509 / +201095574403
❖ Website : www.geomakani.com